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CFPB Monthly Report Returns its Focus to
Credit Reporting
March 22, 2017 | by

The CFPB issued its monthly report on consumer complaints this month, providing a
high-level snapshot of the recent trends in consumer complaints. The Report provides a
summary of the volume of complaints by product category and type, by company, and
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Highlighted Product: Credit Reporting
The CFPB notes that the most common credit reporting complaint in July was
incorrect information on credit reports, which been the case each time credit
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reporting is highlighted (76% of all credit reporting complaints);
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Many consumers additionally submitted complaints about inaccurate personal
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The report also notes that complaints about hard credit inquiries are
increasing. Consumers complain that hard inquiries appear when they did not take
any action to apply for a loan.
The report also notes that complaints about accounts being reported where the
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consumer is in bankruptcy are also on the rise.
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The Report notes that the Bureau is receiving complaints against specialty consumer
reporting agencies and highlighted complaints involving rental, background, and
employment screening complaints.
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